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I would like to personally thank you for watching the Origins 
program.  Origins was a special program, near to the heart of 
my late husband, Russell Bixler. 

I trust that the information in this presentation will be helpful 
in your study of creation science.  Thank you for your prayerful
and financial support of Origins… you’re making the television 
production of this program possible.

Norma Bixler





History of the ProjectHistory of the Project

In 1979 I was let go by BGSU openly due to my In 1979 I was let go by BGSU openly due to my 
increasing disillusion with Darwinismincreasing disillusion with Darwinism

Local papers, Local papers, Christianity Today, Conservative Digest, Christianity Today, Conservative Digest, 
LibertyLiberty covered storycovered story

Received many letters and phone callsReceived many letters and phone calls
Realized a common problemRealized a common problem



My researchMy research
Interviewed over 300 Interviewed over 300 
academics, scientists, and academics, scientists, and 
science studentsscience students

Found Found allall faced clear faced clear 
discriminationdiscrimination

30 years produced 5 file 30 years produced 5 file 
cabinets full of documentationcabinets full of documentation



I FoundI Found

Denial of tenure, degrees, promotion common Denial of tenure, degrees, promotion common 
Least problem: Community and technical Least problem: Community and technical 
collegescolleges
Next 4 year colleges, Next 4 year colleges, worstworst research research 
universitiesuniversities



Vol 1 of 5Vol 1 of 5

Documents in detail (almost 1,000 footnotes Documents in detail (almost 1,000 footnotes 
and close to 500 small print pages)and close to 500 small print pages)
Questioning orthodox Darwinism today canQuestioning orthodox Darwinism today can----
and often doesand often does----end a promising career in end a promising career in 
academiaacademia



Cases in Cases in ExpelledExpelled Documented Documented 

All cases in All cases in ExpelledExpelled
meticulously documentedmeticulously documented
Website expelled Website expelled 
exposed is inaccurate exposed is inaccurate 
and distortedand distorted



My ConclusionMy Conclusion

UnlikelyUnlikely that an outthat an out--ofof--thethe--closet Darwin closet Darwin 
doubter will survive in academia today doubter will survive in academia today 
Problem academia. Few problems in Problem academia. Few problems in 
government, military, industry, or businessgovernment, military, industry, or business

most attempts to fire Darwin doubters failedmost attempts to fire Darwin doubters failed

Main problem is fanatical Darwin Main problem is fanatical Darwin 
fundamentalist true believersfundamentalist true believers



Problem: AcademiaProblem: Academia

Concern in industry: Can you produce, or make Concern in industry: Can you produce, or make 
money for company?money for company?
In academia clear concerns exist over what you In academia clear concerns exist over what you 
believebelieve (or what they think that you believe)(or what they think that you believe)
All cases: Fired for who you are, not what you All cases: Fired for who you are, not what you 
dodo



Teaching Creation AccusationTeaching Creation Accusation
Usually accused was critiquing evolutionUsually accused was critiquing evolution
Or felt could not enthusiastically push Or felt could not enthusiastically push 
DarwinismDarwinism



Slaughter Title extreme?Slaughter Title extreme?

People lose their livihood, career, families, life People lose their livihood, career, families, life 
savings, health, and even lives (suicide and savings, health, and even lives (suicide and 
murder)murder)
Spend some time with these people!Spend some time with these people!



End of CareerEnd of Career

Ending career not easy to deal withEnding career not easy to deal with
9 years of school, cost 3 to 5 hundred thousand 9 years of school, cost 3 to 5 hundred thousand 
dollarsdollars

One is often in late 20s or early 30s, in debt (school One is often in late 20s or early 30s, in debt (school 
loans often over 150,000 dollars)loans often over 150,000 dollars)

A number of persons could not pay back loans, A number of persons could not pay back loans, 
left countryleft country

Lost wages (In school, not working)Lost wages (In school, not working)



Changing careers difficultChanging careers difficult

Most found other employment blockedMost found other employment blocked
Why would a scientist want to work at our company?Why would a scientist want to work at our company?

If he gets an offer to go back to academic he will If he gets an offer to go back to academic he will 
leave leave 

We want someone that will We want someone that will staystay
Will lose a lot of money training someoneWill lose a lot of money training someone

I have known at least five highly trained science I have known at least five highly trained science 
PhDs that became truck driversPhDs that became truck drivers



Stay in the Closet!Stay in the Closet!

Result: Often prolonged unemployment, Result: Often prolonged unemployment, 
marriage problems, divorce, sometimes suicide marriage problems, divorce, sometimes suicide 
My Advice: Until things change, STAY in the My Advice: Until things change, STAY in the 
CLOSET!!!CLOSET!!!

I know those who took my advice and earned PhDsI know those who took my advice and earned PhDs



My survey: Very few exceptionsMy survey: Very few exceptions

Only 2 outOnly 2 out--ofof--thethe--closet PhDs closet PhDs 
tenuredtenured---- almost 100 were not almost 100 were not 

Your odds very poorYour odds very poor
One creationist got his PhD in One creationist got his PhD in 
paleontology (Marcus Ross) paleontology (Marcus Ross) 

Made the front page of Made the front page of The New The New 
York TimesYork Times (and a storm of (and a storm of 
protest)protest)



Moore v. Gaston Board of EducationMoore v. Gaston Board of Education
367 Supp. 1037 (W.D.N.C. 1973)367 Supp. 1037 (W.D.N.C. 1973)

Moore taught Darwinism theory true, Adam and Moore taught Darwinism theory true, Adam and 
Eve story falseEve story false

No life after death, no heaven or hellNo life after death, no heaven or hell

Court ruled students have a right to hear all Court ruled students have a right to hear all 
points of viewpoints of view
Can teach against Christianity, Bible, Can teach against Christianity, Bible, 
creationism, Intelligent Designcreationism, Intelligent Design



Courts have consistently ruledCourts have consistently ruled
Cannot teach there is life Cannot teach there is life 
after death, God created after death, God created 
us, or problems with us, or problems with 
evolution theoryevolution theory
Called creationism in the Called creationism in the 
back door back door 
We, in essence, have a We, in essence, have a 
state enforced religionstate enforced religion



All cases in my bookAll cases in my book
People lost careers, not for what they did People lost careers, not for what they did but who but who 
they arethey are
Evidence was: They were not teaching creation, Evidence was: They were not teaching creation, 
but did but did notnot accept macroevolution accept macroevolution 
Fearful that they would Fearful that they would notnot enthusiastically push enthusiastically push 
DarwinismDarwinism
Many used articles from peer reviewed articles as Many used articles from peer reviewed articles as 
NatureNature and and ScienceScience



Belief Universe has Purpose ends CareerBelief Universe has Purpose ends Career

Guillermo Gonzalez: Guillermo Gonzalez: 
Believed universe has Believed universe has 
purpose!purpose!
End of career at Iowa End of career at Iowa 
State!State!



Fired for reading science magazinesFired for reading science magazines

Roger DeHart was Roger DeHart was 
forbidden from using forbidden from using 
articles from the articles from the 
National Association National Association 
of Biology teachers, of Biology teachers, 
Nature, Nature, andand ScienceScience!!



This amounts to indoctrinationThis amounts to indoctrination

If teaching evidence If teaching evidence ““againstagainst”” ID ID 
is science, how is teaching is science, how is teaching 
evidence for ID religion?evidence for ID religion?
Is, Is, ““fossil record supports fossil record supports 
gradual changegradual change”” science? science? 
But other side, i.e. But other side, i.e. ““the fossil the fossil 
record does record does notnot support gradual support gradual 
changechange””, religion? , religion? 



EvolutionEvolution rarelyrarely defineddefined
A simple definition is: A simple definition is: ““from the goo to you by from the goo to you by 
way of the zooway of the zoo”” or or from molecules to manfrom molecules to man
Problem is Problem is notnot survivalsurvival of the fittest but of the fittest but 
arrivalarrival of the fittestof the fittest
Scientists proposed several theories, none have Scientists proposed several theories, none have 
panned out panned out 

GemmulesGemmules
PangenesisPangenesis
OrthogenesisOrthogenesis
LamarckianismLamarckianism



Censorship Hurts ScienceCensorship Hurts Science

My conclusion is: Evolution never occurred, and My conclusion is: Evolution never occurred, and 
could never have occurred, is from science, not could never have occurred, is from science, not 
religion religion 

Truth will come out eventually Truth will come out eventually 

Darwin fundamentalists can fire us, deny us Darwin fundamentalists can fire us, deny us 
tenure, deny Darwin doubters degrees, and deny tenure, deny Darwin doubters degrees, and deny 
them a place at the tablethem a place at the table

But this will But this will notnot change realitychange reality



Truth will PrevailTruth will Prevail

Will take longer, and will be done, mostly by Will take longer, and will be done, mostly by 
evolutionists (we have been blocked from evolutionists (we have been blocked from 
science)science)
They will disprove their own theory. We are They will disprove their own theory. We are 
largely excluded from science, and grants, so largely excluded from science, and grants, so 
they will have to do it they will have to do it 

NatureNature, , ScienceScience great reads!great reads!



What can we do?What can we do?

LegislationLegislation: Academic freedom bills: Academic freedom bills
Louisiana teachers have right to critique DarwinismLouisiana teachers have right to critique Darwinism
Also TexasAlso Texas

Constitutional AmendmentConstitutional Amendment
Evil is not caused by evil men but by good men and Evil is not caused by evil men but by good men and 
women who do nothingwomen who do nothing

This is a human rights, freedom of speech,  This is a human rights, freedom of speech,  
issueissue










